Wayne’s Note:
Four million hits and counting ……..
What is there to say that I have not said on
other aniversay editions of The Magic
Happens Magazine? This one is different to
say the least. It is not the first year, nor is it the
second, we are starting our fourth year of
operation of this free magazine.
I wish to take a moment to thank all of you the
readers for hanging with us. I would love to
thank you all personally but since I do not
know all your names, I will leave that up to
each of you to grab your own thank you.
First to all the contributors that have not only
inspired myself but let me grow and expand to
levels I may have never even considered
before, my heartfelt appreciation goes out to
you all. Once again, please grab your own thank you.
Let me extend a gigantic thank you to Mary K, our editor, for her endless
contributions not only to the magazine but throughout our friendship. Mary K, you
are loved totally….
Finally to my friend Kat who has been a real rock from conception and
throughout each and every issue of this magazine. You bring a new meaning to
Humanity Thriving Out Loud with each and every idea, thoughts on feature
articles, layout suggestions and last but not least the most amazing and inspiring
articles you so eloquently write.

Wow, I am surrounded by such wonderful people
who are affiliated with this magazine.
Life is great and getting better with each moment.
For this anniversary edition of The Magic Happens, we will have our usual notes,
columns, musings and feature articles.

And speaking of our feature article, this editions’ theme is: Being Content. There
are so many ways that we may become content in our lives. The possibilities can
be endless with this topic. Please take a gander.
I would love to point out as of this past week,

We have received well over a 4 million hits to
The Magic Happens Magazine.
I would also like to point out that in writing last years note on the anniversary
edition I set the intention of having 2 million hits by this year’s anniversary.
I look back into my life and remember that for me, it is all about the connections I
make. So using the intentions of this magazine, I know I have helped to touch
many other lives and this makes me so very excited and energized. I also know I
could touch hundreds maybe thousands of people through email, on the phone
and or in person but using the magazine as a connection tool, my intentions have
expanded far more than I could have possibility ever fathomed.
So here goes my intention for the coming year of this magazine. Let us shoot for
eight million hits by this time next year. For those that read the magazine word
for word, I make it my wish that you pass this link along to as many of your
friends so they maybe become connected to alternative thought processes.
The Magic Happens,
http://themagichappens.com
It is also my wish that all of you Canadians reading this have an amazing Canada
Day and to all our readers to the south of me, may your July 4th celebrations be
way over the top in energy. To our world wide readership, may you all be blessed
with wonderful energy that you can pass along to the next person that crosses
your path.
Till the October edition, I send everyone….. peace and love from my heart to
yours.
Peace and Love
Wayne
Email Wayne

